In the paper we solve the problem of recognizing the roadbed using information about its possible typical designs. As shown on the paper typical designs can be adequately described by the set of fuzzy features, derived from the polygonal representation of the roadbed cross profile. The recognition is based on the minimization of a functional that takes into account how the polygon representation fits to the geometrical form of a measured profile and how its features obey the fuzzy restrictions. We propose to minimize this functional using probabilistic genetic algorithm. In the paper we also discuss the obtained results of the conducted experiments.
Introduction
Nowadays there are several program systems that allow to monitor automatically railway roads. These systems give possibility to find defects linked with the track structure, clearance dimensions, rail cross profiles, etc. The full information about it can be found in [1] [2] [3] [4] . The development of such systems is produced in two directions with the help of using new hardware or new software to attain higher monitoring speed and accuracy. In the paper we consider the problem of railway profiles recognition that is used for detecting their defects, like non-normative breadth of ballast shoulder, nonnormative breadth of roadbed shoulder, places of oversized angles of slope. The review of the possible approaches to detecting such defects can be found in [2] ). We assume that the input information for our methods are polygonal representations of measured cross profiles of the road bed. These polygonal representations can be statistically evaluated [5] by using clouds of points obtained by laser devices.
Data description: cross profiles of roadbed
The ideal cross profile of the roadbed can be represented as a polygon. Meanwhile, the real cross profile considerably differs from ideal, but it is possible to approximate its geometrical form by the sequence of straight segments. As we mention before, there is a problem of finding defects of the road bed, and it can be solved by comparing the measured profile with the normative profile according to the design decision. In Russia there are special normative laws called «Con-structional Norms and Rules, see [6] for example. There are some differences in solving such a problem linked with prior information in our disposal. The ideal situation is when the design decision is known. Then it is necessary to compare the etalon profile based on the decision design with the measured one to detect the set of possible defects. If the design decision is not known we need to recognize the measured profile using the set of all possible typical profiles. In this case we have the set of etalon profiles that correspond to different types of roadbed that can be classified as ditch cuts, embankments, tunnels, etc. Examples of such etalon profiles are shown on The analysis of the cross profile of the roadbed assumes that we need to extract feature points, whose positions determine the basic characteristics of the roadbed. The feature points are points corresponding to edges upper and lower surfaces of embankment (ditch cut) of roadbed and ballast section. These points can be extracted by the statistical method of recovering profile described in Броневич 2011]. It is worth to mention that such points are extracted with different plausibility and reliability. It was experimentally checked that points describing the ballast section are extracted with the better degree of plausibility. The example of the measured profile is depicted on Fig.  2 with its polygonal representation. Each vertex of this representation can be interpreted as a feature point. One can see there edges of lower (1) and upper (2) surfaces, edges of lower (3) and upper (4) surfaces of the ballast section. 
Fuzzy descriptions of etalon profiles
In choosing a system of features one should use the normative documentation. Its analysis shows that features basically should be related to the parameters of polygon segments, in particular, the steepness of slants is characterized by tangent between segment and horizontal line, the ballast section is characterized by the segment length, etc. Thus, for any segment We will assume next that the system of features has to define the polygonal representation uniquely. It means that for any segment it is sufficient to know two features, the rest one can be easily computed using known ones. After that based on experts opinions and using normative documentation it is possible to describe the possible values of features. This can be adequately described by fuzzy numbers. Let we want to describe the possible values of the ballast section length for a single track. According to the normative documentation this value should be equal to 2.3 meters. But for the real track this value can vary within [2.1, 2.5] , and the length outside this segment should be considered as defect of the track structure. The degree of such defect can be described by the fuzzy set : This is so called trapezoidal fuzzy number of L R − type, and it can defined analytically as
.
Then for the feature «length of ballast section» we can choose
The criticality of the feature value being outside the segment [ , ] b c is described by parameters a and d . For our example, we can take 1.9 a = and 3 d = , since exceeding the admissible value for the length of ballast section is less dangerous than its dropping w.r.t. to lower bounds. For a given aggregation function ϕ the mapping
is constructed by the formula:
There are many approaches to choosing aggregation functions taking in account the interaction among features. If features don't interact each other, then the aggregation function is linear and it can be defined as w is connected with the importance of these features for describing the roadbed. As a rule, the most important features are features which describe the upper road track as the width of the ballast section, the width of the basic ground, etc, but the features that describe the far located objects from the center line of the track can be considered as less important. It is also important to emphasize that precision of measurements of surfaces is decreased while we move away the center line of the track. It is explained by a chosen way of measurements, by possible shadows that appear often because lasers are not located very high about the ground surface, and by noises that can be induced by vegetation on the slants of the embankment. The optimal choice of these coefficients has to be based on expert opinions about processing of the system in a test mode.
The recognition of cross profiles based on fuzzy etalons
In this section we will consider that way of recognition that is closed to methods based on active contours [7] . Let us consider the problem statement. Given a polygonal representation 
While solving this problem we need to take in account that in fuzzy set based descriptions i S polygonal representations can differ by number of points in corresponding polygonal representations and also the number of points in a measured profile is also not fixed. S Y is larger than the representation Y is more likely close to etalon one. Meanwhile, the construction of decision function has to take in consideration the quality of approximation. This property can measured using so called information measures of polygonal representations [8] . and M y . Then we evaluate the quality of approximation using the value 
defines the quality of approximation. To get the resulting criterion, we get their linear combination: 
Let us notice that analogous optimization problems are solved in recognition methods based on active contours.
In such optimization problems two functionals are used and called inner and outer energies of a contour. The outer energy characterizes the quality of approximation, and the inner energy describes the restrictions on the choice of contour.
The computation of decision functions based on probabilistic genetic algorithm
Clearly, the computing decision functions is sufficiently hard optimization problem with many local minima, in addition, the differential characteristics of the optimized functional is not good. This does not allows us to use classical optimization methods. Therefore, in this section we introduce the genetic probabilistic algorithm that produces the probabilistic search of local minima. Assume that for the etalon S is chosen the complete and non-redundant system 1 { ,..., } n f f of features, that is each profile can be uniquely recovered by values of 1 ,..., n f f . Additionally, we have the fuzzy restrictions on the values of features, described by fuzzy sets 1 ,..., n F F . Then the probabilistic genetic algorithm for computing ( , ) d X S is described as follows. Initial data: to minimize functional:
We have in our disposal: 1) the measured profile X and the etalon profile S defined by the system Step 0. 
, and order the sample such that 1 2 (Pr ) (Pr ) ...
Step 3. Truncate the sample: in new sample we have profiles After integrating we get
On
Step 5 we need to check the convergence to the spotted distribution for each feature i f satisfying the fuzzy restriction i F . On this step we have the sample { } ε is the parameter of the algorithm.
Experimental results and conclusions
The proposed method for recognizing cross roadbed profiles has been tested on real and simulated data. Tests on simulated data has shown that the method sometimes does not recognize correctly parts of the roadbed located far from the center line of the road track, like ditches for withdrawal water like on Fig. 5 . But for real data (see Fig. 4 ) it seems it is not so crucial because the precision is not so good for recognizing such details using scanning data, where it is possible to have good results by the proposed method for recognizing upper track construction. As shown experimental results the effective realization of the proposed method depends on the optimization procedure. The features appear to be dependent and the algorithm tries to recognize points of the polygonal representation starting from the center line of the track. If during this recognizing some points are classified not correctly then it recognizes not correctly the next points. Therefore, the next research can be done for improving the optimization procedure which can be realized like in recognizing algorithms based different pyramid representations.
